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When it comes to cocktails and appetizers, chef Kathy Casey is an expert at balancing flavors and

textures. Sips & Apps has 100 recipes that include not only classics like the Martini and Manhattan

but also creative new concoctions like the Douglas Fir Sparkletini and the Blue Thai Mojito.

Appetizers include simple finger foods like Roasted Pear Crostini with Gorgonzola and ChaCha

Cashews and more substantial treats like Asian Shrimp Cakes with Sweet Chili Sauce. Lots of info

on stocking a home bar and plenty of techniques and extras (like a nifty double ribbon marker

labeled "sips" and "apps") make it easy to match up the right sip with the right app.
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What a fun book. Lots of great appetizers and drinks. fun flavors. New twists on classics. I love

some of the simple syrup ideas and drinks with herbs. Hoping to ue a couple or recipies for a party

this weekend! Particularly like drink idea that can be prepped a pitcher at a time for a party so you

aren't stuck mixing during our event.Kathy Casey is a Seattle Icon - keeping it fresh and fun. If you

are even just passing through Seattle Airport be sure and check out her Dish D'lish!D

I checked this out of the library (along with several other cocktail "cookbooks") before we threw a

reception at our house. I really liked SO many things I saw in this book and committed the sin of

trying them out for the first time on guests at our reception. Everything we tried was such a hit that I

bought the book.The Cha Cha Cashews and Rosemary Tuscan Lemondrop were huge hits (one



guest even asked if he could take the rest of the cashews home).I love the simplicity of the recipes. I

like that many things are made from scratch and she also includes recipes to make your own

infused vodkas.This would make a great hostess gift and it's wonderful for those who entertain.

This book is wonderful! It is a great addition to any foodie's library, definitely taking a spin on

traditional sips and apps and giving them a new twist without going overboard. A definite taste

sensation!!!Kudos!

A friend and I recently hosted a "Girl's Getaway weekend" to Sunriver, Oregon. As a hostess gift the

girls gave each of us "Sips and Apps". This is a great book to reference for fun cocktails and apps. It

will inspire you to make unique creations that you may not normally attempt. It is impossible to

choose what recipe to try first, they are all so tempting and proven to be fabulous! The apps are

great and fun! All the recipes are super easy to follow and the photography is great I love being able

to see what the finished product should look like. I now have a few books on hand for a last minuite

hostess gift.

I love this book...received it as a gift and now have purchased it for a friend and my brother for his

50th birthday. Recommends glass selection, many tips and very fun to make very interesting

cocktails and appetizers. I will continue to buy it for other gifts!

This is a great book. All of the recipes are easy enough to make but don't appear simplistic when

serving them. It has become my go to when having friends over or when I just want to do something

different. I am very happy with the purchase and would definitely recommend it!

Kathy Casey has another perfect book of recipes. I never measured a drink until I tried cocktails in

her other books, now I know why. They just taste better, like a real recipe...having the perfect

ingredients measured well makes all the difference.

I haven't been so tempted by appetizer recipes in a while. My favorite was the crab cupcakes.I also

plan to make the hibiscus rum punch with spiced rum.
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